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The lemming is a small hamster, with a thick sausage like body, with short legs, and
tiny ears. It is easy to recognize as they have a very characteristic appearance, with
yellowy-orange fur speckled with black spots on their heads and along their backs.
During the “lemming years” the furious lemmings are everywhere in the mountains.
There are millions. But suddenly they are all gone, and many years can pass before you
see a lemming again. Why?
In this book, you can follow the Scandinavian lemmings through the different seasons
of the Nordic mountains, and through peak years and low years. You can read about
the lemming and how it manages to survive the hard winter. The lemmings live under
the snow and eat the moss no other animal likes to eat!
The fact that the number of lemmings differs from almost none in a “low year” to
millions in a “lemming year”, makes a big difference for both plants and other animals
in the mountain eco system. One can in fact observe from satellites that a “lemming
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year” has occurred; the enormous eating of the small, but numerous amounts of
lemmings are visible from space! The arctic fox, snow owl, long tailed skuas and the
least weasel can only breed when the number of lemmings are on top. In other words
the lemmings are so important that they are called “a heartbeat in the mountains”.
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